Constructing the New Jimmy John’s to Meet Corporate Standards

Jimmy John’s

Pursuing New Opportunities for Business
Growth

interested in leasing one

Bob Napolillo has owned and managed a Jimmy John’s

more I thought about

franchise in Hudsonville, Michigan for over 13 years. Since the

it, the more I realized,

beginning, he rented space within a strip mall that sits at the

this might be just the change I needed. Not to mention, I knew

corner of 28th Avenue and Port Sheldon Street. After many

that if I didn’t take this space, another sub shop might.”

of the two suites. The

years, Bob saw his business plateau, and in order to stimulate
new growth, he decided to make some changes.

Bob was quick to recognize the many benefits that would result
from this new opportunity – the greatest being that he could

“I had a strong customer base, but our delivery range was

now offer drive-thru services, where his previous space was not

limited; we were producing the same sales year after year,

equipped to do so.

and I knew that if I was going to retire well, I would have to
generate more income.” – Bob Napolillo, Franchise Owner

“I knew that setting my business up for long-term success
meant adjusting my business model to align with the demands

As Bob began to consider his options, he was approached by an

of our culture. We live in a fast-paced society where more and

area developer with an opportunity he couldn’t pass up.

more people are eating on the go. Having
a drive-thru was necessary in order for

“In 2019, Ned Quinn approached me about a plan to build a

this franchise to retain and grow its

two-tenant, stand-alone building in the parking lot of the strip

customer base.”

mall where my franchise currently sat. He asked if I would be
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photos. It wasn’t until a few weeks before the project was
complete that I first stepped foot inside our space, yet because
of the updates, I knew what to expect. I was able to keep my
business going without having to worry if this project would be
completed well.”
While there is consistency in design across all Jimmy John’s
locations, Corporate is continually making updates to remain
relevant. The concept they chose for this space is what they call
their ‘Factory Design’.
Tall, wood-plank ceilings are unique to this location, and a favorite
feature of the owner. The ceiling height, large windows and fresh
style makes this space feel open and inviting.

“This design is a fairly new concept for Michigan franchisees.

When Bob needed to select a contractor to build-out his

compared to my previous space. There was another design

space, the decision was easy. He interviewed three separate

concept they were considering that was geared more toward

companies and ultimately chose First Companies. They not only

teens. Personally, I think this aesthetic is the perfect fit for this

proved themselves to be highly competent, but provided a very

area. I have a feeling we will encounter a number of people

competitive quote as well, and Ned, who has high standards,

who come to see the new design.”

It’s simplified, clean, up-to-date and considerably modernized

had also chosen First Companies for the building shell.
“I have a good relationship with Ned and trust his decisions.
While I had interviewed other companies, I ultimately decided
that if Ned was confident in First Companies, then I was, too.”
The design and construction process kicked off strong. Jimmy
John’s headquarters provided precise guidelines to direct the
look and feel of the restaurant. Their development team played
a prominent role in guiding the design and monitoring the
construction process. The team at First Companies worked
closely with Jimmy John’s representatives to ensure every detail
was completed as specified.

The new “Factory Design” provides a fresh and contemporary take
on the well-known, well-loved, Jimmy John’s experience.

The project made great progress and was tracking to complete
“Jimmy John’s corporate standards are meticulously detailed –

well ahead of schedule, until March of 2020 when the nation

from how the floor is polished, to the angle of the lights; it’s

shutdown as a result of COVID-19. While the project was

all specified in a descriptive book they call ‘The Bible’. When I

temporarily delayed, the team was able to adjust timelines

passed a copy along to my project team, they took it in stride

and plans to complete the project

and executed flawlessly. Their communication was very strong.

on budget and according to the

They were highly responsive, didn’t hesitate to reach out with

adjusted schedule.

questions, and sent weekly updates, complete with progress
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Complete with great roadside visibility and an accessible drive-

“I would absolutely hire First Companies again – in fact, they

thru, Jimmy John’s new Hudsonville location features modern

would be the first people I call. They are a diversely skilled

finishes in a spacious layout and incorporates every detail as

company that can handle anything you throw at them, so

specified in their corporate branding standards. Tall, exposed

I wouldn’t feel the need to talk to anyone else. The way I

ceilings and large windows at the entrance make the space feel

operate - if someone is loyal to me and does great work, I am

bright and open. An eight-seat high-top table, several window-

loyal to them.”

facing, bar-style seats, and a handful of standard-height tables
offer customers a variety of seating options. Additionally, there

When asked what advice he would give to those looking to

is seating available near the front entrance of the building for

complete a similar project, Bob advised that you don’t try to go

dining outside during the warmer months. Finally, a large, open

it alone but work with a franchise.

kitchen grants ample room for the Jimmy John’s staff to provide
the “Freaky Fast” service they are known for.

“If you are looking to do it alone, talk to a lot of people. Figure
out what works and what doesn’t. Get a lot of ideas and let
the experts guide you through it.”

A drive-thru was a must for this new store
and adds great value to Jimmy John’s growing
customer base in Hudsonville.

Left: A spacious, well-supplied kitchen enables the Jimmy John’s team members to offer the
“Freaky Fast” service they are known for.
Center: An eight-seat, high-top table provides ample space for large groups.
Right: Black and white subway tile, combined with vibrant pops of red create the complete
Jimmy John’s experience!
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